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(19.11.2012) E-MAIL: (Ri:E-MAIL)) PLEASE: SCRIPTS & MUSIC SAMPLES The original Reggio Emilia & Albers’s premiere of the music for
this score was performed on March 4, 2011, at The School for the Performing Arts, with the magnificent students of the Centro di Ricerca Musicale,

Reggio Emilia. The Maestro is Massimiliano "Simmer" Massello, Professor of Piano at the Conservatorio di Reggio Emilia, and his wonderful
ensemble was composed by the Maestro and his students, professors: Paolo Dell'Attico and Luca Airoldi. The show was performed by the students of

the Conservatorio di Reggio Emilia, professors: Paolo Dell'Attico, Marco Mastromonaco, Michael Solomon, and Luca Airoldi. The powerful
orchestral part of this music was performed by the fantastic orchestra of the Conservatorio di Reggio Emilia under the baton of Marco

Mastromonaco. Soon after the premiere, the music was published by Dynamic Dogaressa Editions on the Internet. Below are the composer’s thoughts
on this piece: How would you describe this piece? First of all, this piece of mine is a commission for the prestigious project “Venezia e il Reggio”,

about the city of Reggio Emilia in Italy. The piece, titled “Toda Venezia Toda Reggio”, is a sort of anticipation of the concert, in which the music for
the concert will be played by the beautiful orchestra of the Conservatorio di Reggio Emilia. In this piece, the piano soloist, accompanied only by a

trumpet, plays the role of orchestra with an unusual repertoire of instruments. The protagonist of this work is the voice of the city of Reggio Emilia,
an elegant, powerful voice that sends its echo all around the world. This piece is in three parts: the first is a background of great duration and great
power, which has a profound, almost tormented, quality; the second is a kind of anticipation, a kind of composition of surprise, in which the solo

piano, accompanied by the trumpet, sings, in a
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